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Abstract
Background: Facebook can be a suitable platform for public health interventions. Facebook users can express their reaction to
the given social media content in many ways using interaction buttons. The analysis of these interactions can be advantageous
in increasing reach and engagement of public health interventions.
Objective: This research aimed at understanding how Facebook users’ interactions correlate with organic reach and engagement
regarding the same smoking cessation support contents.
Methods: The study population consisted of Facebook users who were reached by a public smoking cessation support page
without advertising. We included 1025 nonpaid Facebook posts (N=1025) which used smoking cessation strategies based on a
motivational interviewing counseling style. The following data were collected from the “Post Details”: the number of people who
saw the given nonpaid content (organic reach) which consisted of fan and nonfan reach according to previous “page like” activity;
each rate of “engagement indicators” (such as the symbols of “like,” “love,” “haha,” “wow,” “sad,” “angry”; or other interactions:
“shares,” “comments,” “clicks”); and the rate of negative Facebook interactions (eg, “post hides” or “unlike of page”). Overall,
these data were analyzed with the Spearman correlation method.
Results: Surprisingly, we found a significant negative correlation between organic reach and the “like” reaction (rs=–0.418;
P<.001). The strongest significant positive correlations of organic reach were observed with the “haha” reaction (rs=0.396;
P<.001), comments (rs=0.368; P<.001), and the “love” reaction (rs=0.264; P<.001). Furthermore, nonfan reach correlated positively
with “shares” (rs=0.388; P<.001) and clicks (rs=0.135; P<.001), while fan reach correlated positively with the “haha” reaction
(rs=0.457; P<.001), comments (rs=0.393; P<.001), and the “love” reaction (rs=0.310; P<.001). Contrary to expectations, the “like”
reaction was sharply separated by significant negative correlations from “wow” (rs=–0.077; P=.013), “sad” (rs=–0.120; P<.001),
“angry” reactions (rs=–0.136; P<.001), and comments (rs=–0.130; P<.001). Additionally, a high rate of negative Facebook
interactions was significantly associated with “wow” (rs=0.076; P=.016) and “sad” reactions (rs=0.091; P=.003).
Conclusions: This study has shown that it is possible to hypothesize a disadvantage of the “like” reaction and advantages of
other interactions (eg, the “haha” reaction or “comments”) in content algorithmic ranking on Facebook. In addition, the correlational
analysis revealed a need of a further categorization to fan-specific interactions (eg, “haha” or “love” reactions) and nonfan-specific
interactions (eg, “shares” and “clicks”). Regarding the direction of the correlations, these findings suggest that some interactions
(eg, negative Facebook interactions, “wow,” “sad,” and “angry” reactions) may decrease the engagement, while other interactions
(“like,” “love,” “haha” reactions, “shares,” and “clicks”) may increase the engagement during Facebook-based smoking cessation
interventions. This hypothesis-generating research offers an important insight into the relationship between organic reach,
engagement, and Facebook users’ interactions for public health professionals who design Facebook-based interventions.
(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(6):e27853) doi: 10.2196/27853
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Introduction
Reaching to Facebook Users
Facebook is a widely available social media platform, which
could be highly relevant for people who seek help with health
behavior change [1]. Facebook is also used by public health
organizations to communicate health messages [2,3], especially
for reducing smoking [4-7]. Social media contents which support
smoking cessation can be more cost-effective than television
advertising [8]. Facebook can also be a useful tool to contact
hard-to-reach smokers [9]. On this platform a major intention
of smoking cessation or other public health interventions could
be to reach a large number of users through social media
contents [10]. A commonly used measure of dissemination can
be the Facebook “post reach” data, which represent the number
of people who saw the given social media content [11,12].
Facebook provides access to these reach data and allows page
administrators to increase the post reach by paying [13].
Therefore, “paid post reach” and “organic post reach” data must
be distinguished. These data refer to the number of people who
saw a paid or a nonpaid social media content, respectively
[11,14]. Previous research has found that nonpaid (organic)
reach is associated with higher engagement than paid reach
[11]. “Post reach” data can also be divided into fan reach and
nonfan reach based on the previous usage of the “page like”
button.
An increasing number of contents are being published on
Facebook; however, the number of posts a Facebook user is
able to see at a time is limited. Therefore, Facebook must filter
the social media contents for the users, and contents compete
with each other to reach Facebook users [15,16]. This
phenomenon has opened an exciting direction for research to
reveal the opportunities to increase organic post reach in
Facebook-based public health interventions [17,18]. Because
of the increasing number of posts, Facebook provides only the
most relevant content to each user [15,18]. The basis of this
highly personalized filtering is the “Facebook algorithm of
content ranking,” which ranks all available posts that can be
displayed on a user’s News Feed. This algorithm is reviewed
annually, but the details of the Facebook algorithm are unknown
(ie, not published) [11,15]. However, some major elements of
the algorithm which may determine the Facebook News Feed
content are suspected, such as the Facebook user’s past activity
(eg, sending a message to the page or using the “page like”
button); the past activity of the Facebook page (eg, violating
the Facebook Community Standards); the performance of the
given post (the rate of “like,” “shares,” “clicks,” or other
interactions); the post type (eg, image or video); or the timing
of the published content (eg, novelty) [2,11,16-18].
These indicate a need to understand how to correlate Facebook
users’ interactions with organic (fan and nonfan) reach during
a smoking cessation intervention, which is a major aim of our
research. The platform of the investigated smoking cessation
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intervention was a public Facebook page, which published social
media contents based on a motivational interviewing counseling
style. We have summarized our problem statements, aims, and
research questions regarding organic reach in Textbox 1. The
relationship between total organic reach and different Facebook
interactions on a post level may highlight the way in which the
Facebook algorithm ranks available contents according to
Facebook users’ interactions. For example, some interactions
can have a higher impact on content algorithmic ranking due
to stronger positive correlation with organic reach, while other
interactions can have a negative role in content ranking because
of negative correlation with organic reach. Likewise, the
association between fan reach, nonfan reach, and Facebook
interactions may show which element is preferred by the
algorithm: for example, Facebook users’ interactions on the
given post or previous “page like” activity. For instance, some
interactions, which correlate negatively with fan reach, can have
a higher impact on content ranking than previous “page like.”
Finally, the correlational analysis between organic reach and
Facebook interactions separately for each year may also show
how the Facebook algorithm of content ranking is modified
annually. This study is an exploratory research, which analyses
a set of data searching for correlations, and then proposes
hypotheses which may then be tested in subsequent studies.

Interactions on Facebook
A Facebook interaction on a post level is defined as any action
on specific buttons that the user performs in relation to content,
and it can be divided into 3 groups: “positive interactions”
(reactions, shares, comments), “neutral interactions” (clicks),
and “negative interactions” (post hides, hides of all posts, reports
of spam, unlike of page) [2,11,19-22]. The Facebook reactions
(such as like, love, haha, wow, sad, angry) are designed to give
users a more nuanced way to express their emotions, and these
could have a special role in public health interventions [22].
For example, a tobacco cessation study has shown that receiving
1 “like” reaction on the Facebook-based intervention platform
is associated with smoking reduction by approximately 1
cigarette per week [23]. The “like” reaction was introduced in
2009, while other reactions were instituted in 2016, so there has
been little quantitative analysis of “love,” “haha,” “wow,” “sad,”
or “angry” reactions in public health interventions so far [2,22].
The “share” interaction covers several ways of sending the
content with optional privacy settings to others, such as share
content on the user’s or a friend’s timeline, share in a Facebook
group, share to a Facebook page, or send as a message via
Facebook [24,25]. Internet users tend to share content when
they perceive a low risk of reputational damage and high
benefits to their social network; nevertheless, further
investigation is needed to find what makes public health content
be shared [11,26]. With the “comment” button, users can publish
a text or an image message under a given Facebook post [26,27].
The total number of clicks contains more neutral actions on the
content, such as selecting a website, viewing the Facebook page
profile, or expanding photos to full screen [28].
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Facebook users’ interactions can be placed in a theoretical
framework of “engagement” [29]. In previous behavioral science
studies, “engagement” of digital behavior change interventions
was interpreted as the extent of usage [30,31]. In
Facebook-based interventions, engagement can be defined as
a group of Facebook interactions. These “engagement
indicators” include “reactions,” “shares,” “comments,” and
“clicks” [11,12,32]. Several attempts have been made to
determine the “depth” or the “spectrum” of engagement on the
basis of the fact that some Facebook interactions (eg, “shares”)
can have higher engagement than others (eg, the “like” reaction)
[33]. However, little is known about the spectrum of
engagement, and it is still not clear which Facebook interactions
may stand at a similar engagement level, or which interactions
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may occur as a combination of engagement indicators [29,33].
Furthermore, the spectrum of engagement raises a need to
understand the relationship between positive emotional
interactions (eg, “like” or “love” reactions) and negative
emotional interactions (eg, “sad” or “angry” reactions). As
opposed to engagement, negative Facebook interactions (post
hides, hides of all posts, reports of spam, unlike of page) could
indicate a neglect of the Facebook-based intervention as a
negative engagement indicator. Nevertheless, there has been
little discussion in the literature about the role of negative
Facebook interactions in online public health interventions.
Textbox 1 provides the problem statements, aims, and research
questions related to engagement.

Textbox 1. Problem statements, aims, and research questions of this study.
Problem Statement 1
Broad reach is an essential condition for a successful web-based public health intervention. Organic reach on the Facebook platform depends on a
hidden algorithm, which includes Facebook users’ interactions.
Aim
To understand the association between organic reach and Facebook interactions during a smoking cessation intervention.
Research Questions
•

What is the relationship between total organic reach and Facebook interactions on a post level during a smoking cessation intervention?

•

How fan reach and nonfan reach of identical intervention contents are influenced by different Facebook interactions?

•

How do the correlations between total organic reach and Facebook interactions change each year (in parallel with a modified Facebook algorithm)?

Problem Statement 2
High engagement rate is a relevant feature for a successful web-based public health intervention. Engagement on Facebook can be defined as a
combination of interactions. However, some Facebook interactions may express positive emotions, while others may express negative emotions.
Aim
To assess the correlations between positive and negative emotional interactions during a Facebook-based smoking cessation intervention.
Research Questions
•

How does the direction of correlations change between engagement indicators which express positive and negative emotion during a smoking
cessation intervention?

•

How does the strength of positive correlations change between engagement indicators at similar smoking cessation support contents?

•

What is the relationship between engagement indicators and negative Facebook interactions on a post level during a smoking cessation intervention?

Stimuli

from the beginning (March 7, 2017). The page was edited and
managed by the authors, university students, and health care
professionals experienced in motivational interviewing.

The investigated Hungarian “Cigarette break” Facebook page
[34] was a nonbusiness and nongovernmental smoking cessation
intervention. The primary aim of this program was to avoid
frightening and judgmental communication about smoking, and
support smoking cessation using a motivational interviewing
counseling style (ie, building on collaboration, partnership, and
empathetic understanding; emphasizing the autonomy of
smokers; supporting self-efficacy). Secondary aims of the
intervention were harm reduction in smokers, relapse prevention
in former smokers, and developing assertive and social support
skills in nonsmokers. Motivational interviewing strategies have
been deliberately involved in the moderator work and the
creation of Facebook posts. Social media contents were usually
published daily at 5 pm on weekdays and at 2 pm on weekends

In all, 1269 social media contents were made during the research
period, between March 7, 2017 and August 14, 2020. We
excluded 244 Facebook posts in accordance with the following
exclusion criteria. First, we excluded 60 “boosted” Facebook
posts, which were promoted by paid Facebook advertising after
publication to increase reach and engagement. Boosted posts
can influence the results through the rate of interactions [11,33].
They can reach more Facebook users who are active in
engagement before the advertising, rather than other passive
users. Second, 24 video posts were also excluded because the
evaluation of the interactions was fundamentally different from
the assessment of the image posts (eg, minutes viewed,
10-second views), and also because the Facebook algorithm
evaluates these posts differently during content ranking [2,16].

Methods
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Third, we excluded 69 administrator’s posts and 16 posts which
were targeted at nonsmokers. We only included contents that
directly addressed to smokers. Fourth, 68 social media contents
were excluded because of noncessation topic (eg, second-hand
smoking or harm reduction). Only smoking cessation support
Facebook posts were included to focus on public health
interventions. Finally, we excluded 7 motivational interviewing
nonadherent posts, which did not conform perfectly to the spirit
of motivational interviewing during the retrospective analysis.
It should be emphasized that only original Facebook posts were
analyzed to evaluate the users’ response given to the same
stimulus. Therefore, shared Facebook posts were ignored,
because in these cases, Facebook users’ responses could have
been influenced by other stimuli (eg, the Facebook profile of
the person who shared the content), which may have resulted
in a higher rate of interactions than the original content [18].
After content exclusion, 1025 original posts were included,
which all followed the spirit of motivational interviewing,
supported smoking cessation, were targeted at smokers, and did
not use specific advertising. The majority of the social media
contents included (994/1025, 96.97) were image posts, but some
(31/1025, 3.02%) had only texts and links to other public health
websites. The stimuli were smoking cessation support contents
based on motivational interviewing on a public Facebook page;
therefore, the content analysis can only be interpreted in this
context. We present some examples of motivational interviewing
style contents (stimuli) in Multimedia Appendix 1 to illustrate
generalizability of the findings to other Facebook-based smoking
cessation interventions. We also show some examples of
excluded contents in Multimedia Appendix 2.
It should be highlighted that these social media contents were
public, and Facebook users used different interaction
opportunities voluntarily and freely, without external coercion.
It should be also noted that our researcher identity is transparent
to anyone in the description of the Facebook page. In addition,
we provided information about the research and results through
our publicly available posts.

Participants
The theoretical population of this research was formed by any
Facebook user who was reached by the included, nonpaid
contents of the investigated public Facebook page. It is difficult
to precisely determine the study population because the
Facebook platform and the audience of the public Facebook
page could have changed during this long research period.
Therefore, we used a convenience sample. However, Facebook
users’ data on a page level were exported from “Facebook
Insights” on August 14, 2020, which contains epidemiological
characteristics.
It should be emphasized that by creating Facebook profiles,
users accept the terms and conditions of Facebook. These terms
indicate that their data may be accessed by a third party. With
this informed consent, Facebook provides anonymized and
aggregate data to the page administrators.
At that time, the investigated Facebook page had 10,098
“Facebook fans,” who expressed their interest in and support
for the page by a “Facebook page like.” Based on the age and
https://www.jmir.org/2021/6/e27853
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gender information they provided in their user profiles, 52.91%
of the Facebook page fans (5343/10,098) were women, and
46.97% (4744/10,098) were men, and 83.4% (8457/10,098)
were between the ages of 18 and 34 years. The vast majority
(9634/10,098, 95.40%) were from Hungary; but some German
(96/10,098, 0.5%), Serbian (79/10,098, 0.78%), and Romanian
(78/10,098, 0.77%) Facebook locations also presented;
9720/10,098 (96.25%) Facebook fans spoke Hungarian,
275/10,098 (2.72%) English, and 103/10,098 (1.02) other
languages, based on the default language setting selected.
By contrast, the monthly total reach of the Facebook page was
wider: 96,654 people saw the Facebook page’s contents in the
last month; 43% of them were women and 57% were men; and
85% were between the ages of 18 and 34 years. The distribution
of location and language data was roughly similar to the
Facebook fans’ characteristics. The monthly total reach
consisted of paid reach (66,463 people) and organic reach
(30,191 people). Unfortunately, Facebook does not register
users’ smoking status, therefore the smoking habits of the target
population were unknown. However, we surveyed smoking
status among the audience of this Facebook page in our previous
study, where we found 65% were current smokers, 12% former
smokers, and 23% nonsmokers [35]. The majority of the
smokers (94%) used tobacco daily, while the minority (6%)
used tobacco occasionally [35]. The most common nicotine
product used in the sample was cigarette (98%), followed by
e-cigarette (32%), hookah (20%), cigar (6%), snus (2%), pipe
(2%), and snuff (2%) [35].

Design
Our research method was a hypothesis-generating, retrospective,
quantitative content analysis. The Facebook posts’ organic reach
and interaction data were analyzed with the Spearman
correlation method. These data were collected from the “Post
Details” and belonged to the same social media content (same
stimulus). Therefore, we analyzed data on a post level.
It should be noted that in our research we analyzed only 2
well-known elements of the Facebook algorithmic content
ranking: users’ interactions on a post level (performance of the
given post) and previous “page like” through fan reach
(Facebook user’s past activity). There was not a remarkable
difference in other known elements of the Facebook algorithm:
mostly image contents were included (post type), all contents
were regularly published at the same time (timing of published
content), and the management of the investigated Facebook
page was not changed notably (past activity of the Facebook
page).
The definitions of organic reach and the different types of
interactions were discussed in the “Introduction” section and
we summarize them in Textbox 2. Facebook interactions can
indicate how social media contents increase the usage of a
Facebook-based intervention (reactions, shares, comments,
clicks) or decrease it (negative Facebook interactions). We used
the total number of negative Facebook interactions during the
analysis, because it was available together and not separate in
“Post Details.” It should be noted that the combination of
interactions (eg, the “like” reaction and the “share” interaction)
could arrive from different users or the same Facebook user,
J Med Internet Res 2021 | vol. 23 | iss. 6 | e27853 | p. 4
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because these data were summarized. However, the combination
of reactions on the same content (eg, “like” and “love” reactions)
indicates different Facebook users, because 1 Facebook user
could choose only 1 reaction. It should be emphasized again
that organic reach and Facebook interaction data were
anonymized and aggregated, so Facebook users could not be
identified.
Facebook uses a private algorithm for highly personalized
filtering of social media contents, which influences the
methodology of our research at 2 points. First, the correlation
between organic reach and interactions were also analyzed
separately by years because Facebook changes this algorithm
annually. Second, interaction data had to be corrected for the
organic reach: the number of each interaction was divided by
the number of people who saw the nonpaid post (organic reach)
for the statistical analysis. This correction was necessary because
increased organic reach can directly enhance other interaction
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numbers. In other words, if more Facebook users see the post,
they are more likely to use interaction buttons. Consequently,
the correlational analysis between organic reach and the total
number of Facebook interactions would highlight a simple
relationship rather than the impact of the Facebook algorithmic
content ranking. However, we used an “interaction rate” to
express the frequency of the given interaction at the same
organic reach. Facebook uses the same correction of interaction
data (called “engagement rate”), which is the number of people
who liked, commented, shared, or clicked on the post divided
by organic reach. “Engagement rate” can be accessed by page
managers in the “Facebook Insights,” and the Facebook
algorithm of content ranking may use this rate (as a performance
indicator of the given post). Therefore, the “interaction rate”
which was used in this study can be advantageous for the
correlational analysis between organic reach and Facebook
interactions or between Facebook interactions.

Textbox 2. Definitions of organic reach, different interactions, and engagement used in the current research.
Organic Reach
The number of people who saw the given nonpaid social media content.
•

Fan reach: The number of people who had liked the Facebook page before they saw the given nonpaid social media content.

•

Nonfan reach: The number of people who had not liked the Facebook page before they saw the given nonpaid social media content.

Facebook Interactions
Any action on specific buttons that the user performs in relation to content.
•

Reactions: The number of people who used a “like,” “love,” “haha,” “wow,” “sad,” or “angry” reaction button under a given social media content
to express their emotions.

•

Share: The number of people who used the “share” button under a given social media content to send the content with optional privacy settings
to others.

•

Comment: The number of people who used the “comment” button under a given social media content to publish a text or an image message.

•

Click: The number of people who used any other actions on a given social media content, for example, to select a website, to view the Facebook
page profile, or to expand photos to full screen.

•

Negative Facebook interactions: The total number of people who used the following functions: post hides, hides of all posts, reports of spam,
unlike of page.

Engagement
A group of the following Facebook interactions: reactions, share, comment, and clicks. These interactions are called engagement indicators and have
been defined previously.

Procedure
Our retrospective research aim was to analyze the data of
Facebook posts published between March 7, 2017, and August
14, 2020. Two weeks were provided between August 14 and
August 28 for the internet users to give a response to the last
investigated Facebook post. The data collection was performed
between August 28, 2020, and August 30, 2020. First, 1025
Facebook posts were included based on our exclusion criteria
(N=1025). Second, organic reach and Facebook interaction data
were collected from the “Post Details.” Third, we divided
interaction data with organic reach to achieve “interaction rate.”
Then, we assessed Spearman correlation between organic reach
and Facebook interactions in the research period. In a second
analysis, this correlation was investigated separately for each
year to evaluate the potential effect of the Facebook algorithm
https://www.jmir.org/2021/6/e27853
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which is modified annually. Finally, we also used Spearman
correlation between Facebook interactions.
All analyses were conducted using the SPSS software (IBM).
Correlation statistics were performed rather than regression
because the cause-and-effect relationship between the
investigated variables was unclear. We used the nonparametric
Spearman correlation, rather than the Pearson correlation,
because of the non-normal distribution of the data. In all
analyses, the conditions of the Spearman correlation were met;
variables were measured on an interval or ratio scale, variables
represented paired observations, and monotonic relationship
was detected between the variables using scatterplot test. The
P value of less than .05 was taken to indicate a significant effect,
and the P value of less than .001 was taken to indicate a highly
significant effect. Original data supporting the results presented
in the paper can be found in Multimedia Appendix 3. The data
J Med Internet Res 2021 | vol. 23 | iss. 6 | e27853 | p. 5
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on statistical analyses are available from the corresponding
author upon request.

Results
Trends in Reach and Interactions
We summarized the mean and SD of organic reach and
Facebook interactions in Table 1. Organic reach is divided into
fan and nonfan columns to illustrate the distribution of the
average (total) organic reach between these 2 indicators. The
average number of organic reach in the research period was
1328 (SD 981), of which 59% were Facebook page fan (783
Facebook users) and 41% were nonfan participants (545
Facebook users). Table 1 shows that the organic reach of social
media contents gradually increased from one year to another in
parallel with a growing fan reach percentage.
In the research period, the average number of Facebook
interactions for 1 social media content was 15.8 “like” reaction

(SD 11.7), 0.9 “love” reaction (SD 4.3), 3.2 “haha” reaction
(SD 7.3), 0.3 “wow” reaction (SD 2.2), 0.2 “sad” reaction (SD
0.8), 0.1 “angry” reaction (SD 1.3), 2.4 “share” interaction (SD
3.7), 3.2 “comment” interaction (SD 7.1), 84.9 “click”
interaction (SD 163.8), and 0.1 negative interaction (SD 0.4).
It should be highlighted that the low number of “sad,” “angry”
reactions, and negative interactions can be attributed to the spirit
of motivational interviewing (eg, partnership or acceptance),
which was a primary consideration in the creation of the
investigated Facebook posts. Table 1 represents that some
interactions (“haha” and “love” reactions or comments) followed
the notable increase in organic reach from year to year. By
contrast, the mean of some interactions (shares or negative
Facebook interactions) did not change remarkably annually.
Therefore, despite the greater number of Facebook users who
saw the social media content, the activity of Facebook users
regarding shares and negative Facebook interactions probably
decreased.

Table 1. Mean and SD of organic reach and Facebook interactions in the research period together and separately for each year.
Period

Organic
reach

a

ALL

(N=1025)
2017
(N=215)c
2018
(N=378)d
2019
(N=299)e
2020
(N=133)f
a

b

Facebook interactions: Engagement indicators, mean (SD)
Reaction

Share

Comment Click

Negative interactions

Like

Love

Haha

Wow

Sad

Angry

1328.30
(981.23)

15.84
(11.7)

0.91
(4.29)

3.17
(7.33)

0.31
(2.20)

0.18
(0.84)

0.11
(1.29)

2.39
(3.68)

3.17
(7.06)

84.89
0.14 (0.40)
(163.82)

709.38
(565.02)

11.78
(6.90)

0.15
(0.99)

0.48
(1.41)

0.08
(0.32)

0.10
(0.63)

0.03
(0.29)

1.67
(2.64)

1.31
(3.40)

70.36
(89.93)

1380.96
(1107.79)

16.39
(11.4)

0.39
(1.64)

2.73
(5.27)

0.17
(1.98)

0.10
(0.45)

0.10
(0.65)

3.07
(5.00)

3.14
(6.44)

92.30
0.08 (0.32)
(216.93)

1518.32
(775.13)

17.92
(14.2)

1.08
(4.27)

4.58
(8.58)

0.43
(2.72)

0.25
(1.17)

0.07
(0.50)

2.31
(2.48)

3.65
(7.32)

73.31
(97.33)

1752.00
(1093.45)

16.19
(10.7)

3.22
(9.23)

5.58
(12.08)

0.75
(3.01)

0.35
(1.05)

0.36
(3.31)

1.76
(2.45)

5.17
(10.90)

113.36 0.17 (0.44)
(194.08)

0.14 (0.39)

0.19 (0.46)

All contents in the research period (2017-2020).

b

Fan and nonfan reach: 59% and 41%, respectively.

c

Fan and nonfan reach: 38% and 62%, respectively.

d

Fan and nonfan reach: 55% and 45%, respectively.

e

Fan and nonfan reach: 67% and 33%, respectively.

f

Fan and nonfan reach: 65% and 35%, respectively.

Correlations Between Reach and Interactions
The results of the correlational analysis between organic reach
and Facebook interactions are summarized in Table 2. First, we
analyzed the organic reach for the research period. The first
question in this research area was, “What is the relationship
between total organic reach and Facebook interactions?” We
found that most of the interactions had positive correlations
with total organic reach, except the “like” reaction and the
“share” interaction. The most surprising result was a highly
significant negative correlation between the “like” reaction and
organic reach (P<.001). Furthermore, we could not find a
significant difference between the “share” interaction and total
organic reach in the research period, although the correlational
https://www.jmir.org/2021/6/e27853
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analysis was nearly significant (P=.057). In addition, the highly
significant positive correlation between negative interactions
and organic reach was interesting (P<.001). The strongest highly
significant positive correlations were observed between total
organic reach and the “haha” reaction (rs=0.396, P<.001),
comments (rs=0.368, P<.001), and the “love” reaction (rs=0.264,
P<.001). In summary, these results suggest that the Facebook
algorithm of content ranking took the interactions into account
to varying degrees for the calculation of total organic reach.
The second research question was, “How are fan reach and
nonfan reach of the investigated contents influenced by different
Facebook interactions?” The direction of significant fan reach
and nonfan reach correlations was the same for most
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interactions, except for the “share” and “click” interactions. We
found an opposite direction of 2 highly significant correlations
between the “share” interaction and fan reach (rs=–0.177;
P<.001), and between the “share” interaction and nonfan reach
(rs=0.388; P<.001). This result may explain the absence of a
significant relationship between the “share” interaction and total
organic reach. Furthermore, a highly significant positive
correlation was found between “clicks” and nonfan reach
(P<.001), while there was no significant relationship between
“clicks” and fan reach (P=.87). Therefore, social media contents
which generated a high rate of “shares” and “clicks” reached
relatively more nonfan Facebook users than fan Facebook users.
By contrast, the strongest highly significant positive correlations
were observed between fan reach and the “haha” reaction
(rs=0.457, P<.001), comments (rs=0.393, P<.001), and the
“love” reaction (rs=0.310, P<.001). By contrast, less strong
correlations were found between nonfan reach and the “haha”
reaction (rs=0.153, P<.001), comments (rs=0.192, P<.001), and
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the “love” reaction (rs=0.135, P<001). These results suggest
that social media contents which evoked a high rate of “haha”
and “love” reactions and “comments” reached relatively more
fan Facebook users than nonfan Facebook users.
Second, the Spearman correlation between organic reach and
Facebook interactions was tested separately for each year in the
research period. The last question in this research area was,
“What are the correlations between organic reach and Facebook
interactions each year?” The most striking result to emerge from
the data is that the negative correlation between total organic
reach and the “like” reaction gradually weakened, while positive
correlations between total organic reach and some interactions
(“haha,” “wow,” “sad,” “angry” reactions, comments, clicks)
strengthened year by year. Similar observations can be made
for the fan reach and nonfan reach. Taken together, these results
might reflect the modifications to the Facebook algorithmic
content ranking during the research period, if we assume that
the other elements of the Facebook algorithm did not change
significantly in those years.
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Table 2. Spearman correlation between Facebook interactions and organic reach in the research period together and separately for each year.
Organic reach

Facebook interactions: Engagement indicators (Spearman correlation coefficients)
Reaction

Share

Comment

Click

Negative interactions

Like

Love

Haha

Wow

Sad

Angry

Total

–0.418b

0.264b

0.396b

0.164b

0.231b

0.160b

0.059

0.368b

0.076c

0.124b

Fan

–0.352b

0.310b

0.457b

0.169b

0.245b

0.173b

–0.174b

0.393b

–0.005

0.089c

Nonfan

–0.332b

0.135b

0.153b

0.096c

0.144b

0.103c

0.388b

0.192b

0.135b

0.104c

Total

–0.633b

0.028

0.142c

0.092

0.113

0.091

0.255b

0.266b

0.124

0.240b

Fan

–0.412b

–0.013

0.144c

0.086

0.166c

0.063

–0.186c

0.234c

0.147c

0.144c

Nonfan

–0.549b

0.056

0.011

0.071

0.033

0.069

0.392b

0.195c

0.092

0.196c

Total

–0.296b

0.178c

0.295b

0.137c

0.180b

0.152c

0.157c

0.403b

0.305b

0.013

Fan

–0.202b

0.173c

0.420b

0.140c

0.236b

0.210b

–0.235b

0.460b

0.154c

–0.024

Nonfan

–0.278b

0.115c

–0.005

0.084

0.060

0.062

0.537b

0.171c

0.321b

0.019

Total

–0.043

0.301b

0.468b

0.183c

0.286b

0.162c

0.136c

0.358b

0.407b

0.143c

Fan

–0.010

0.321b

0.516b

0.221b

0.251b

0.151c

–0.047

0.423b

0.473b

0.120c

Nonfan

–0.106

0.174c

0.210b

0.078

0.248b

0.125c

0.420b

0.119c

0.166c

0.119c

Total

–0.121

–0.122

0.438b

0.206c

0.280c

0.254c

0.258c

0.509b

0.658b

0.289c

Fan

–0.089

–0.042

0.428b

0.218c

0.325b

0.259c

0.126

0.547b

0.717b

0.315b

Nonfan

–0.112

–0.232c

0.326b

0.152

0.144

0.164

0.414b

0.296c

0.383b

0.159

ALLa (N=1025)

2017 (N=215)

2018 (N=378)

2019 (N=299)

2020 (N=133)

a

Organic reach of all contents in the research period (2017-2020).

b

Highly significant, P<.001 (2-tailed).

c

Significant, P<.05 (2-tailed).

Correlations Between Interactions
We investigated the 1025 social media contents in relation to
the Facebook interactions. Table 3 provides the intercorrelations
among the 10 types of Facebook interactions. First, the
engagement indicators (reactions, shares, comments, clicks)
were analyzed with the Spearman correlation method. The first
question in this research area was, “How does the direction of
correlations change between engagement indicators which
express positive and negative emotion?” We found that most
of the correlations between engagement indicators had a positive
direction; however, negative correlations were observed in some
cases, which might be associated with negative emotional
characteristics (eg, “sad” and “angry” reactions). Highly
significant negative correlations were found between “sad” and
“like” reactions (P<.001) as well as between “angry” and “like”
reactions (P<.001). The significant negative correlation between
“wow” and “like” reactions (P=.013) as well as between
“comment” and “like” interactions (P<.001) may suggest that
https://www.jmir.org/2021/6/e27853
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Facebook users could express their negative emotions also with
the “wow” reaction or a negative emotional comment. By
contrast, the significant negative correlations between
“comment” and “share” interactions (P=.001), and “love” and
“share” interactions (P=.004) can be explained more by the fan
reach than by negative emotions. Social media contents with a
high rate of “share” interaction may lead to low fan reach, which
can be associated with a decrease in the rate of “love” and
“comment” interactions. Overall, negative correlations between
engagement indicators can indicate that the integrity of
engagement should be assessed cautiously. The next research
question was, “How does the strength of positive correlations
change between engagement indicators?” Some highly
significant correlations were observed between reactions, which
indicated different Facebook users’ combined interactions on
the same content. The strongest highly significant positive
correlations were found between “sad” and “angry” reactions
(rs=0.302, P<.001), “love” and “wow” reactions (rs=0.204,
P<.001), and “love” and “haha” reactions (rs=0.141, P<.001).
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Other combinations of interactions on the given content may
have arrived from different users or the same Facebook user.
In this case, the strongest highly significant positive correlations
were found between “comments” and “clicks” (rs=0.417,
P<.001), and between “comments” and reactions, especially
“sad” (rs=0.196, P<.001), “haha” (rs=0.174, P<.001), and
“angry” reactions (rs=0.165, P<.001). Together, these results
provide important insights into the type of combined reactions
or interactions applied by Facebook users to react on smoking
cessation support contents.
Second, the correlations related to negative Facebook
interactions were analyzed. The last question in this research
area was, “What is the relationship between engagement
indicators and negative Facebook interactions?” We observed
3 correlations between some reactions (“like,” “wow,” and
“sad”) and negative Facebook interactions, which might be

associated with negative emotional characteristics. A significant
negative correlation was observed between the “like” reaction
and negative interaction (P=.040), which can support its role
among the engagement indicators. We found significant positive
correlations between the “wow” reaction and negative
interactions (P=.016), or between the “sad” reaction and
negative interactions (P=.003), which can question their role
among the engagement indicators. Another significant positive
correlation was noted between “click” and negative interactions
(P=.03), which can be explained more by a combination of
interactions than by negative emotions. Facebook users might
have collected more information by clicks before they applied
negative interactions buttons. In summary, these results show
that some engagement indicators correlated with negative
Facebook interactions, which are activities against the smoking
cessation intervention (eg, reports of spam or unlike of page).

Table 3. Spearman correlation matrix for the comparison between Facebook interactions regarding 1025 social media contents (N=1025).
Reaction

Share

Comment Click

Negative interactions

Like

Love

Haha

Wow

Sad

Angry

1.00

0.008

0.063a

–0.077a

–0.120b

–0.136b

0.094a

–0.130b

0.147b

–0.064a

1.00

0.141b

0.204b

0.063a

0.008

–0.090a

0.123b

–0.007

0.009

1.00

0.132b

0.140b

0.080a

–0.049

0.174b

0.002

0.052

1.00

0.104a

0.122b

–0.055

0.145b

0.087a

0.076a

1.00

0.302b

–0.011

0.196b

0.070a

0.091a

1.00

0.004

0.165b

0.097a

0.032

1.00

–0.105a

0.097a

0.029

1.00

0.417b

0.059

1.00

0.066a

Reaction
Like
Love
Haha
Wow
Sad
Angry
Share
Comment
Click
Negative interactions
a

1.00

Significant, P<.05 (2-tailed).

b

Highly significant, P<.001 (2-tailed).

Discussion
Principal Results
The first aim in this research was to understand the association
between organic reach and Facebook interactions during a
smoking cessation intervention. Findings suggest that total
organic reach may correlate positively with most Facebook
interactions, except the “like” and “share” interactions. The
highly significant negative correlation between total organic
reach and the “like” reaction can highlight the widespread
misconception of “more likes cause higher reach” [2]. The lack
of a significant relationship between total organic reach and the
“share” interaction may be explained by the unique function of
“share.” “Share” is the only interaction that has a direct effect
on organic reach by sending the given content to others [24-26].
In this study, the “share” interaction correlated positively with
https://www.jmir.org/2021/6/e27853
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nonfan reach, and negatively with fan reach. This positive
correlation suggests that Facebook users who applied the “share”
button usually sent the content to nonfan Facebook users, which
led to higher nonfan reach. By contrast, the significant negative
correlation between “shares” and fan reach highlights that the
Facebook algorithm might decrease the fan reach in response
to the notable increase in nonfan reach. Therefore, the “share”
interaction may have a higher impact on content algorithmic
ranking than the previous “page like,” which is the basic
requirement of fan reach. This mechanism can act as a “brake”
of viral reach. Previous studies have showed that fan Facebook
users are characterized by higher “share” activity than nonfans
[2]. If “shares” would correlate positively with fan reach, a
higher “share” activity of fan users could lead to a viral reach.
This might be a possible explanation of the negative correlation
between “shares” and nonfan reach as a “brake effect.”
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By contrast, the significant positive correlation between “clicks”
and nonfan reach may be explained by an opposite cause–effect
relationship. Nonfan Facebook users might apply “clicks” more
often to gain new information than fan users. Nevertheless, the
significant positive correlations between organic reach and other
interactions can provide important insights into how to enhance
total organic reach, especially fan reach. The “Haha” reaction,
“comments” and the “love” reaction proved the most typical
fan-specific interactions, which could also achieve the highest
increase in total organic reach. Finally, an unanticipated finding
was the significant positive correlation between organic reach
and negative Facebook interactions, probably due to the fact
that Facebook users could express their aversions related to the
given content with negative interactions (eg, post hides, or
reports of spam).
The second objective of the research was to assess the
correlations between positive and negative emotional
interactions during a Facebook-based smoking cessation
intervention. Negative emotional reactions (“wow,” “sad,”
“angry” reactions) and comments were sharply separated from
the other engagement indicators. First, significant negative
correlations were observed between the “like” reaction and
“wow,” “sad,” “angry” reactions, and comments. Second, we
found that a high rate of “wow” or “sad” reactions was
associated with negative Facebook interactions. These results
suggests that Facebook users could express their negative
emotions with these interactions as a resistance to smoking
cessation.
Finally, some special combinations of interactions are discussed.
The correlations of the “share” interaction should be interpreted
considering its special impact on fan reach. “Share” interactions
may indirectly reduce fan reach and the rate of fan-specific
interactions. This effect of “shares” can explain the significant
negative correlations with “love” and “comment” interactions.
In addition, the lack of a significant relationship with “haha,”
“wow,” “sad,” and “angry” reactions can be explained by the
consequential low fan reach. The significant positive correlations
of “shares” with “like” and “click” interactions might indicate
frequently used combinations. Analyzing our data, the
significant positive correlation between “click” and negative
interactions was also a thought-provoking combined interaction,
which may help to elucidate the reason why negative Facebook
interactions could increase the organic reach.

Hypotheses for Future Research
This was an exploratory, hypothesis-generating study to get
insights into the correlations of organic reach, engagement, and
Facebook users’ interactions. Textbox 3 presents some
recommended hypotheses for more rigorous testing in the future.
First, the hypotheses related to organic reach are discussed. We
assume that the “like” reaction is likely to decrease the organic
reach of smoking cessation support contents on a public
Facebook page. Facebook users often used this interaction
[2,11], perhaps this is why the Facebook algorithm may use it
as a negative element in calculating organic reach. Future studies
investigating the “like” reaction would be very interesting in
Facebook-based smoking cessation interventions or other public
health campaigns. It is also hypothesized that “share”
https://www.jmir.org/2021/6/e27853
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interactions can increase the nonfan reach, and decrease the fan
reach of smoking cessation support contents on a public
Facebook page. This finding may have important implications
for designing social media contents for a target population. In
order to reach new (nonfan) Facebook users, “share” interactions
on the given content should be encouraged. However, these
social media contents probably fail to reach fan Facebook users
according to our hypothesis. Further research to analyze the
role of “shares” in fan reach and nonfan reach could provide
more definitive evidence.
It is assumed that the fan reach would be increased by “haha”
and “love” reactions and “comments,” which would have the
highest impact on the total organic reach of smoking cessation
support contents on a public Facebook page. This finding may
be a useful tool when creating Facebook posts to reach fan users
during smoking cessation interventions or other public health
campaigns. However, public health professionals who make
Facebook posts should give suggestions for their audience about
interactions carefully. Some techniques to increase engagement
(called “engagement bait”) should be avoided, because if
Facebook detects this, it will automatically reduce the organic
reach. In future investigations, it might be advantageous to use
various contents to give suggestions with and without
“engagement bait” for the Facebook page’s audience about
“like,” “haha,” “love” reactions, “shares,” and “comments.” It
should be also noted that organic reach and interactions data
for future studies are easily accessible in “Facebook Insights”
for 6 months, or in the “Post Details” for more than 6 months.
Further studies, which analyze these annual data of different
public health Facebook pages, may help us to understand how
the Facebook algorithm is modified each year, and public health
interventions can follow these changes in the future. Facebook
interactions are just one way of trying to improve organic reach
of the given content in a public Facebook page. Future research
should also consider other elements of the Facebook algorithm
(eg, the timing of published content) and other parallel used
deliveries (eg, Facebook groups, Facebook stories) [29].
Second, the hypotheses related to engagement indicators are
discussed. An important issue for future research is to find which
interactions can be classified as engagement indicators on
Facebook [33]. Based on this study, it is hypothesized that
negative Facebook interactions, negative emotional comments,
and reactions (“wow,” “sad,” “angry”) would reduce the
engagement of Facebook-based smoking cessation interventions,
because these interactions were separated from the other
engagement indicators owing to the opposite direction of
correlation. Furthermore, these results suggest that “wow”
should not be considered a positive reaction, as it seems to have
more similarities to a negative emotional response. It is also
assumed that “like,” “love,” “haha” reactions, shares, positive
comments, and clicks would raise the engagement of
Facebook-based smoking cessation interventions. Future
investigations should assess the impact of these Facebook
interactions on other dimensions of engagement (eg, the amount
or duration of usage) [29,33]. More broadly, research is also
needed to determine the role of these interactions in other
Facebook-based public health campaigns with different aims.
For example, the “sad” reaction or negative emotional comment
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in addictology may indicate a resistance to the smoking cessation
intervention, whereas the same interactions in cancer prevention
may express Facebook users’ engagement as a response to
stories by patients with cancer [36].
Lastly, our findings suggest that some combined interactions
(eg, “comments” and “clicks”) would increase the probability
of eliciting the other interaction (eg, a high number of
“comments” can associate with the rise of “clicks”). This result
is only relevant for Facebook-based smoking cessation

Pócs et al
interventions. In future investigations, self-report questionnaires
might be used to explore the popular interactions of different
public health target groups [29]. Despite its exploratory nature,
this study can improve the practical implementation of these
combined interactions. For example, if a public health
professional wants to increase the rate of “clicks” (eg, to
selecting a website), the usage of social media contents which
generate “comments” may be more advantageous than the usage
of contents which evoke reactions. This can be also an important
issue for future research.

Textbox 3. Hypotheses for future testing based on this research.
Organic reach. Hypotheses for future testing are:
•

“Like” reactions would decrease the organic reach of smoking cessation support contents on a public Facebook page.

•

“Share” interactions would significantly increase the nonfan reach, and decrease the fan reach of smoking cessation support contents on a public
Facebook page.

•

“Haha,” “love” reaction, and “comments” would have the highest impact on fan reach, and total organic reach of smoking cessation support
contents on a public Facebook page.

Engagement indicators. Hypotheses for future testing are:
•

Negative Facebook interactions, negative emotional comments, and reactions (“wow,” “sad,” “angry”) would reduce the engagement of
Facebook-based smoking cessation interventions.

•

“Like,” “love,” “haha” reactions, shares, positive comments, and clicks would raise the engagement of Facebook-based smoking cessation
interventions.

•

Some combined interactions (eg, “comments” and “clicks”) would increase the probability of eliciting the other interaction in a Facebook-based
smoking cessation intervention.

Limitations
It should be noted that we used a convenience sample, and the
audience of the investigated public Facebook page was
heterogeneous. Furthermore, the availability of participants’
demographic data is also limited to a post level because it could
not be retrieved data from the “Post Details.” That is why the
results of the second correlational analysis cannot be generalized
widely. Therefore, the correlations between the Facebook users’
interactions can only be interpreted in the context of a smoking
cessation intervention based on motivational interviewing.
However, these limitations might not affect the interpretation
of the first correlational analysis because the relationship
between the organic reach and Facebook interactions depends
only on the “Facebook algorithm of content ranking.” This
algorithm is presumably free from demographic data or smoking
status. Using age, gender, or other demographic data to reach
users are against Facebook Community Standards. Furthermore,
smoking status cannot be an element of the Facebook algorithm
either because it is not registered in Facebook. Lastly, the
Facebook algorithm probably evaluates the performance of the
given post, rather than its public health content which supports
smoking cessation or not. Therefore, the results of the first
correlational analysis between the organic reach and Facebook
interactions can be generalized for other Facebook-based
interventions which use a public Facebook page. At the same
time, these results should be interpreted with caution, regarding
the other potential elements of the Facebook algorithmic content
ranking (eg, mainly image-type post was included in this current
research).
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Finally, Facebook advertising can indirectly raise the organic
reach and the number of interactions during the advertising
period. The paid reach (66,463 people) was about double than
organic reach (30,191 people) in the last month of our research
period. However, this potential indirect growth in organic reach
and the number of interactions affected all Facebook posts
equally during the advertising period. Furthermore, boosted
(paid) Facebook posts were excluded to avoid the direct effects
of advertising.

Conclusions
The purpose of this research was to understand the relationship
between Facebook users’ interactions, organic reach, and
engagement, which may be informative for further research and
the design of Facebook-based smoking cessation interventions.
The key strengths of this study are the large size of the data set
and its long duration, which can shine new light on the pattern
of change in the Facebook algorithm. Returning to the research
questions described at the beginning of this paper, it is now
possible to state that most Facebook interactions can correlate
with the organic reach of a smoking cessation intervention
positively, while the “like” reaction can correlate negatively.
The strength of these correlations was proved to be different,
which may mean variant emphases in the Facebook algorithm.
This is the first study to report a disadvantage of the “like”
reaction and highlight the advantages of other interactions (eg,
the “haha” reaction or “comments”) in algorithmic content
ranking on Facebook. The analysis of fan reach and nonfan
reach suggests the need for further categorization of fan-specific
interactions (eg, “haha” or “love” reactions) and nonfan-specific
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interactions (eg, “shares” and “clicks”). The generalizability of
these results is wide for Facebook-based public health
interventions, because these correlations depend only the
Facebook algorithm, which does not contain demographic data,
smoking status, or other health risks. In addition, the Facebook
algorithm of content ranking calculates with the performance
of the given post, and it ignores the specific aim of the given
public health intervention or the given theory or strategy of
health behavioral change used in the Facebook post. This study
made an attempt to explore the relationship between the
Facebook algorithm and users’ interactions; nevertheless, further
research is needed to investigate other elements of the Facebook
algorithm.

Pócs et al
The correlational analysis of Facebook interactions raises some
exciting hypotheses for future testing. A novel classification of
engagement indicators should be considered in Facebook-based
smoking cessation interventions. Negative Facebook
interactions; negative emotional comments; and “wow,” “sad,”
and “angry” reactions may decrease the engagement, whereas
“like,” “love,” “haha” reactions, shares, positive comments, and
clicks may increase the engagement of these interventions.
Furthermore, other specific combinations of interactions can
be useful to raise the probability of certain interactions under
smoking cessation support contents. Based on our findings, we
suggest implementing the continuous evaluation of Facebook
interactions during interventions.
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